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Abstract

In this paper, quantitative analyses of the delay in Japanese-to-English (J-E) and English-to-Japanese (E-J) interpretations are described.
The Simultaneous Interpretation Database of Nagoya University (SIDB) was used for the analyses. Beginning time and end time of
each word were provided to the corpus using HMM-based phoneme segmentation, and the time lag between the corresponding words
was calculated as the word-level delay. Word-level delay was calculated for 3,722 pairs and 4,932 pairs of words for J-E and E-J
interpretations, respectively. The analyses revealed that J-E interpretation have much larger delay than E-J interpretation and that the
difference of word order between Japanese and English affect the degree of delay.

1. Introduction
Simultaneous interpretation (SI) is one modes of interpretation where the interpreter renders the message in the target
language while the source-language speaker continuously
speaks, and it is widely used in the international society for
its inherent advantages; it has superb time efficiency and
rarely disturbs the source-language speaker. Although the
SI interpreter and the speaker speak in parallel, the interpreter’s utterances always delay behind the speaker’s utterances to grasp the speaker’s message. Since large delay
burdens the interpreter’s memory, which could lower the
interpretation quality (Mizuno, 2005), it is essential for interpreters to control the delay properly.
The delay is heavily affected by the source and target languages. Because Japanese and English have quite different
word order, it is considered that Japanese-to-English (J-E)
and English-to-Japanese (E-J) interpretations are difficult.
However, few quantitative analyses have been conducted
for the interpretations.
In this paper, the quantitative analyses of the delay in J-E
and E-J interpretations are discussed. The Simultaneous Interpretation Database of Nagoya University (SIDB) (Matsubara et al., 2002) was used for the analyses. We utilized
word-level delay to observe the delay inside utterances. To
measure the delay efficiently, word-level temporal information and translation correspondences were estimated for the
SIDB. The analyses revealed the J-E interpretation’s large
delay and other delay characteristics of J-E and E-J interpretations.

Table 1: Statistics of Japanese lectures and J-E interpretations
Lecture Interpretation
# of lectures
8
13
# of utterance units
3,864
7,461
# of words
24,415
30,026
# of distinct words
2,414
2,976
Table 2: Statistics of English lectures and E-J interpretations
Lectures Interpretation
# of lectures
12
20
# of utterance units
4,103
7,603
# of words
20,995
44,792
# of distinct words
3,225
3,146

Speaker

Interpreter

Figure 1: Recording environment of SIDB

2. Corpus
The Simultaneous Interpretation Database of Nagoya University (SIDB) (Matsubara et al., 2002) was used in this
research. The corpus consists of monologue data (lectures)
and dialogue data, and they are accompanied with J-E and
E-J interpretations. A part of monologue data was used for
the analysis. The statistics of the data used is shown in Table 1 and 2.

Interpreter’s speech is recorded in the environment almost
similar to the real one; sitting in a sound-proof booth, the
interpreter speaks into a microphone, while clearly seeing
and hearing the speaker via earphones. The speaker could
not hear the interpreter’s speech so that he/she could speak
in his/her own pace. Figure 1 shows the recording envi-

ID

Utterances of Japanese speaker

Utterances of J-E interpreter

60

0251: 確かこの年にゴルバチョフ大統領が就任さ
れて当時のソ連でも大きな変革が起こり始めた
0252: という風に記憶しております<H><SB>

0298: I think it was this year that
0299: President Gorbachev took office
0300: and that there were many changes taking place
in Russia.

61

0253: この湾岸危機イラクによるクウェートの侵略
占領と(R いく;いう)こと(R よ)
0254: にわが国としてどう対処するかということが
0255: (F え)大変大きな問題となりました<SB>

0301: This
0302: Gulf Crisis,
0303: that is the invasion of Iraq into
0304: Kuwait,
0305: (F ah) was a very big problem for Japan as well
how to coop with this
0306: problem.

62

0256: ご承知の通りわが国では日本(にほん)が軍
事大国にならない再び他国を侵略してはいけな
いという(R ひみ)意味の
0257: 平和主義というものは非常にしっかり根付
いていると思われます<SB>

0307: As you are aware
0308: our country
0309: can not or is not allowed to become a big
military power
0310: and this is stated
0311: (F ah) in (F ah) the (F ee)
0312: peaceful doctrine that we have
0313: put up.

63

0258: 私(わたし)はこういう平和主義を受け身の
平和主義と申しますが
0259: (F えー)消極的な平和主義と
0260: 言(い)ってるわけでございますが
0261: 私(わたし)の考えではもう一つの種類<FV>
0262: の平和主義
0263: があると
0264: 思います<SB>

0314: It is
0315: a (F ah) kind of a (F ah)
0316: receptive kind of peaceful movement
0317: but
0318: I do think that there is another kind of (R
peaceful) peaceful doctrine that we have.

Figure 2: Aligned transcripsion of SIDB

Speaker

援助を始めております。

わが国は発展途上国に対する

Interpreter

Japan had started official government aid to developing countries.
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Figure 3: Measurement of delay
ronment. All interpreters are professional and their mother
tongue is Japanese.
The recorded speech of interpreters and speakers are separated into manageable segments, or utterance units, by
200-millisecond or longer pauses. All utterance units are
transcribed manually in compliance with the Corpus of
Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ) (Maekawa et al., 2000); Phenomena found in spontaneous language such as fillers, hesitations, etc. are tagged with the discourse tags, and beginning time and end time are provided to each utterance unit.
Translation alignment is given to a part of the monologue
data following the criteria bellow.
• Utterance units are the smallest unit.
• Alignment is given as detailed as possible.
• Correspondences never cross in time series.
Figure 2 shows an example of aligned transcriptions between Japanese speaker’s utterances and J-E interpreter’s

utterances.

3.

Measurement of Delay

Two methods are commonly used to measure the delay in
SI (Figure 3). One method is ear-voice span (EVS), the lag
between the beginning time of a speaker’s utterance and the
beginning time of the corresponding interpreter’s utterance.
Although EVS is easy to measure, it only tells us the characteristics of the utterance beginning and it can not explain
the delay inside the utterances. The other method is to measure the lag between a pair of corresponding words in the
utterances of the speaker and interpreter. Since the delay
might vary inside the utterances in J-E and E-J interpretations, it is desirable to use word-level delay.
We define the word-level delay as the lag between the end
time of the speaker’s word and the beginning time of interpreter’s corresponding word as shown in Figure 3. For
the large amount of corpus we automatically calculated it
as follows:

1. Estimation of beginning time and end time for all
words
2. Extraction of word correspondences

Transcription

Acoustic model

Speech

Concatenation of
phoneme HMMs
(Step 2, 3)

Feature extraction
(Step 1)

3. Calculation of word-level delay
Transcription HMM

Feature vectors

Step 1 and 2 are explained in detail below.
3.1. Estimation of Word Utterance Timing
Given speech and its corresponding transcription as input,
beginning time and end time of each word are estimated
using Hidden Markov Model based phoneme segmentation
(Brugnara et al., 1993). The temporal information is estimated in the following steps (Figure 4).
1. Feature vectors are extracted from the speech.

Viterbi alignment (Step 4)
Maximum likelihood state sequence
Word segmentation (Step 5)
Begging time and end time of words

Figure 4: Overview of word utterance timing estimation

Features are 12th order MFCC, ∆MFCC, and ∆log
energy under the condition shown in Table 3. CMS is
done for each utterance unit.

Table 3: Acoustic analysis condition
Sampling frequency 16,000Hz
Window function
Hamming window
Frame length
25ms
Frame shift
10ms
Pre-emphasis
0.97
Filter bank
24 channels

2. Word boundaries and phoneme pronunciation are provided to the transcription.
For Japanese, morphological analyzer ChaSen (Matsumoto et al., 1999) is utilized to identify the
morpheme boundaries and Katakana pronunciation.
Katakana is a Japanese syllabary and it can be converted into phoneme sequences by rules. English transcriptions are split into words by white spaces and pronunciations are given with CMU Pronunciation Dictionary version 0.6 (CMU, 1998).
3. Following the pronunciation, phoneme HMMs are
concatenated to build the large HMM corresponding
to the whole transcript.
For Japanese, the speaker independent 16 mixture
monophone model of Julius Dictation Kit v3.1 (Julius,
2005) was used. For English, speaker independent 2
mixture monophone model are constructed from the
6,300 utterances of the TIMIT Acoustic Phonetic Continuous Speech Corpus (Garofolo et al., 1993) using
HTK (Young et al., 2006). Three-state left-to-right
HMMs are trained for 39 phonemes of CMU Pronouncing Dictionary and 1 silence.
4. The maximum likelihood state sequence of the transcription HMM is calculated with Viterbi algorithm.
Viterbi algorithm is calculated with speech recognition engine Julius (Julius, 2005).
5. To determine the beginning time and end time for the
words, word boundaries are inserted at the time when
state transitions between words are occurred.
3.2. Translation Alignment
Given the speaker’s utterances and those of the interpreter,
translation correspondences between the speaker’s words
and the interpreter’s words are identified. In addition to
translation dictionaries, temporal information of words are
utilized. Since the interpreter’s word always delay behind
the corresponding speaker’s word in SI, only pairs of words
which suffice the following conditions are aligned.

• Both words are content words.
• The interpreter’s word delays behind the speaker’s
one.
• The pair of words are determined to be corresponding by dictionary lookup. The dictionary of 100,000
entries was constructed from Eijiro (Eijiro, 2001).
These conditions could find ambiguous correspondences,
or many-to-many correspondences. Instead of disambiguation, such correspondences are rejected to achieve higher
precision.
3.3.

Evaluation

The accuracy of the methods explained above was evaluated using the SIDB.
To evaluate the estimated temporal information, 10
Japanese utterance units of each were selected for a male
speaker, a female speaker, a male interpreter and a female interpreter, and 40 English utterance units were chosen in the same manner. The estimated time were compared
with manually given annotation, and the accuracy was measured with the average error and the proportion of the word
boundaries whose error is less than tolerance values. Table
4 shows the results.
The word correspondences were evaluated using a Japanese
lecture and its J-E interpretation. A part of the lecture
was used and its length was about 9 minutes. The evaluation was conducted against manually given word correspondences. The precision was 92.0% (115 / 125) and the
recall was 47.3% (115 / 243).

Table 4: Accuracy of word utterance timing estimation
Tolerance value [%]
# of word boundaries Average [ms] 20ms 40ms 60ms 80ms
387
28
44.7
77.0
90.2
96.1
308
33
41.9
70.5
86.0
92.9

Language
Japanese
English

[%]
100
90
80
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60
50
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30
20
10
0
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E-J

[%]
100
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0

9
10
Delay [s]

Noun
0

Quantitative analyses were conducted using the word-level
delay. Word-level delay was calculated from 3,722 pairs
and 4,932 pairs of words of J-E and E-J interpretations, respectively.
4.1.

J-E and E-J interpretations

A comparative analysis between J-E and E-J interpretations
was conducted. Figure 5 shows the distributions of the delay. The width of bins in the cumulative histgrams is 0.2
seconds. The average delay of J-E and E-J interpretations
is 4.532 seconds and 2.446 seconds, respectively. The average delay of E-J interpretation is close to other results
derived from European language pairs (Barik, 1973) (Anderson, 1994) (Christoffels and de Groot, 2004), while J-E
interpretation has larger delay. The difference of verb positions between Japanese and English might have effects.
The standard deviation of J-E and E-J interpretations was
4.155 seconds and 2.753 seconds, respectively. The delay
of J-E interpretation varies more than E-J interpretation.
4.2.

Characteristics of Word

Since Japanese and English have quite different word order,
different words might have different delay characteristics.
We investigated the correlation of the delay against partsof-speech (noun or verb) and grammatical roles (subject or
object) of the source-speaker’s words.
4.2.1. Parts-of-speech
Parts-of-speech were esimated with ChaSen (Matsumoto et
al., 1999) and nlparser (Charniak, 2000) for Japanese and
English, respectively.
Figure 6 shows the result of J-E interpretation. Although
nouns have larger delay than verbs, there is not a large difference. Figure 7 shows the result in E-J interpretation. In
E-J interpretation verbs have much larger delay than nouns.
There was no significant difference between the distributions of the verbs in Figure 6 and 7. The average delay
of verbs in J-E and E-J interpretations was 4.213 seconds
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Figure 6: Delay of nouns and verbs (J-E)

Figure 5: Delay in J-E and E-J interpretations
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Figure 7: Delay of nouns and verbs (E-J)

and 5.073 seconds, respectively, and the difference was
about 0.8 seconds. On the other hand, the average delay
of nouns in J-E and E-J interpretations was 4.468 seconds
and 2.241 seconds, respectively, and nouns of J-E interpretation have about twice the delay than E-J interpretation.
Grammatical roles of nouns are represented by the position
of them in English, while particles are attached to nouns to
express their roles in Japanese. The effect of the word order
could be reduced by Japanese particles in E-J interpretation,
which might result in the smaller delay.
4.2.2. Grammatical Roles
Grammatical roles of Japanese were approximated by attached particles. The correlation between the grammatical
roles and the delay in J-E interpretation is shown in Table
5. In general, ‘wa’ and ‘ga’ tend to be attached with subjective nouns, and ‘wo’ and ‘ni’ for objective nouns. Table 5
shows that ‘wa’ and ‘ga’ have smaller delay than ‘wa’ and
‘ni’, that is subjects have smaller delay than objects in J-E
interpretation.
Grammatical roles of English were estimated using parsed
trees derived with nlparser (Charniak, 2000). 151 nouns
were found as objects and their average delay was 2.195
seconds. The average delay of other nouns was 1.957.
There was no significant difference between them.

Table 5: Attached particles and delay of nouns
to
ga
wa
de
ni
wo
112
265
193
109
211
295
3.964 4.181 4.364 4.733 4.867 4.890

Particle
Frequency
Average delay [s]

[%]
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

no
354
5.319

• In J-E interpretation subjects have smaller delay than
objects. No significant difference was found in E-J
interpretation.
• Numerals are interpreted quickly regardless of the language pairs.
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Figure 8: Delay of numerals (J-E)
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Figure 9: Delay of numerals (E-J)

4.3. Numerals
Section 4.2.1 has shown that nouns have large delay in JE interpretation. However, since random figures such as
date, area, or number of people, are difficult to remember,
they might be interpreted with small delay regardless of the
source and target languages. The delay of numerals was
compared with that of ordinary nouns. Figure 8 shows the
result of J-E interpretation. The average delay of numerals and other nouns were 4.701 seconds and 3.367 seconds,
respectively. Figure 9 shows the distributions in E-J interpretation, which also shows numerals have smaller delay
than ordinary nouns.

5. Conclusion
Quantitative analyses of the delay in J-E and E-J interpretations have been described. Word-level delay was utilized to
observe the delay inside utterances. To measure the delay
efficiently, word-level temporal information and translation
correspondences were provided to the SIDB automatically.
The analyses revealed the following characteristics of the
delay:
• J-E interpretation has larger delay than E-J interpretation.
• In J-E interpretation nouns have larger delay than
verbs while verbs’ delay is larger than nouns’ one in
E-J interpretation.
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